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Lancashire Cat Club; Saturday 8th March 2014.
My thanks to Christine, team & Committee for the invitation, excellent entry & it was very refreshing to
have competition in so many classes. My thanks also to Sheila Webb who stewarded but was sadly
bitten by the last exhibit in the last class of the day. The
The day was a bit like being in the Ukraine with
Siberians & Russians coming at me from all directions (excuse the pun I couldn’t resist). I did have
some lovely exhibits to handle though, not least being the Overall Best in Show winner & the Runner
Runner
up, many congratulations
congratulations to all concerned for what was an enjoyable show & I still managed
managed to get my
booked train. I confess these reports have been a bit of a marathon to write & I was sorely tempted to
reduce to the short format. My Best British Adult
Adult though actually reasonably clean cut, there were
other exhibits which would have been worthy & well worthy of additional mention to identify, all from
my own classes, these were KIRK & JUHASZ’S CH SENI SEVIYORUM VICTORIA.
VICTORIA. Quite gorgeous, looking
deliciously
deliciously pink, ran
ran Calvin closest on the day. CHANCE’S CHARMODEN SIMPLYAROURA. My
timewaster of the day, she fascinates me. BENSON’S IMP GR CH LIMATZ CALVIN KLEIN. The actual
winner & looking I have to say quite splendid with an amazing temperament for a mature entire British
Male. GREEN’S SUNCAT’S LOVETOBURN OF KALEIDO.
KALEIDO. Very handsome looking lad & again super
temperament. All I have no doubt will go on to greater & higher titles.
Olympian Neuter Male; (2 absentees)
OLYMPIAN BURGESS’S UK & OSIGRPR KASSARO CISCOKID. 64 41w. 14-05-09. Brown Tabby &
White Maine Coon, there is something very satisfying about being a part of what exemplifies
competition & quality whether as a participant or a contributor. This is what being a Gold Olympian
is all about having the presence to be consistent over time to reach the height of gold. Very many
congratulations on achieving his final Olympian to achieve gold, followed by his Best SLH result &
capping it all off very nicely by being Overall Best in Show once again, I am delighted to have played
a part. He is undoubtedly a mighty fine exhibit with an air of presence difficult to resist. Head is a
little longer than wide, showing well defined high cheeks, good squareness to his muzzle, which is
finished off by his strong chin, level bite, the profile shows a slight concave curve at the eye line.
Large ears pricked tall & alert, tufts at the tips & well furnished interiors, goo openness to their base.
Expressive eyes, good larger size & round shape, showing slight obliqueness to their setting, green
colour. Muscular neck, body is strong & well proportioned, with the correct rectangular shape,
supported by well boned strong legs, large tufted paws & well balanced tail, which If I really must be
critical (well my name is JH) was not quite so well furnished towards the base, as on some previous
encounters, not to imply anything more than the comment suggests. His coat was as ever
beautifully prepared & an excellent length overall, full britches & good amount of ruff, good density
to the undercoat with superb glossy top coat, absolutely flawless & a classic (pun intended, as he is)
example of how one should present their exhibit. His white areas are sharp & pristine, which is
present on his throat, chest, tummy & all paws, the Tabby pattern have excellent contrast, showing
spotted whisker pads, well defined cheek stripes, with ‘M’ to the brow, he was also showing
thumbprints on his ears, lines run over his neck, with butterfly on the shoulder area, just a little
more solid on the lower back, some blurred oysters on the sides, his leg markings were well defined,
hint of tail rings on the underside. His colour was rich & warm. His condition was superb & he has
such a wonderfully composed relaxed nature, where he was happy to stand & be admired by anyone
interested. Very many congratulations, winning this title against so many different breeds is a huge
achievement & is something to celebrate.
RES OLYMPIAN CASE’S GR CH & IMP GR PR GEMKIN INVINCIBLE. 12a 5. 05-10-09. Red Bi-Colour
Persian, another very handsome boy who was in wonderful condition & was looking mature &
beautifully developed. Excellent rounding to his masculine head, lovely full fat cheeks, round on his
skull, short snub nose, excellent size well shaped nose leather, good size nostrils broad muzzle, good
depth chin, his bite, very near level. The ears are small, rounded tips, set wide & low on his broad
skull, fully furnished interiors. Gorgeous eyes, large & full round shape, creating lovely degree of
boldness which demonstrated well the deep coppery intense orange colour. Strong neck, weight
substantial cobby body, low on the strong well boned, legs, huge paws, balanced short full bushy
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tail. His coat was beautifully prepared, good length & fullness with as a result a full of life quality to
it making it stand from the body, very good degree of frill over the shoulders, beautifully groomed
tummy, his coat texture was silken & fine. He was pristine clean sparkling white with deep rich red
coloured patches, He has a large red patch on his brow & over his eyes to the lower line & ears with
the exception of the white on the tips of both, small area of white creeping up the front of his face &
he has quite a striking red moustache & chin marking, with red nose leather, a patch of red on the
centre back, a larger one towards the lower back & his coloured tail, red patch on both hocks, some
smaller patches of red on his right upper flank, he red as stated rich it was also sound. His condition
was splendid & his temperament so beautifully composed, unlucky to meet the winner.
Also Considered COWARD’S IMP GR PR VALRKATTENS WESTOFTHEMOON. 64 31a. 06-08-10.
Blue Bi-Colour Norwegian Forest Cat, this lad was a little tense & not doing himself justice. His head
is slightly narrow & not quite as equilateral in it proportions, virtually straight profile, chin & bite
both good. His ears were set high, could be a little wider at the base, well furnished interiors, small
tufts. Eyes are a good shape & slightly oblique in setting. His bod was well proportioned, with good
legs & paws, with well balanced length tail which could be a little fuller ideally. Not in full coat, but
what he had was well prepared, but required more top coat to give the required all weather
properties. He was in fine condition, a little grumpy but not difficult.
Also Considered BATES’S IMP GR PR TEIGNAGE SIR POUNCELLOT. 68 45. 06-04-11. Brown Ticked
Tabby Tiffanie, good natured lad, excellent type if a little wider than ideal perhaps. Typical short
wide blunt wedge, well rounded top line, profile shows correct break, good depth chin & level bite.
His ears are a good medium size & set well, round tips. Attractive eyes, with well curved lower line
& gentle slant on the top, also a good larger size, light green colour. Body has substance & he could
do with a little less mid line ( like most of us), slightly heavier boned legs & paws, tail I would prefer a
little fuller & is marginally short. Coat well prepared & an excellent texture I would prefer this a
little longer ideally, splendid texture silken & fine. He was well Ticked with a little more definition to
his brow makings, warm colour to give contrast which was a little grey at the roots, showing some
leg barring & well marked heels. His condition & temperament both excellent.
Also Considered PLAW’S UK OBIGRPR RAINSONG STEVIE GERRARD. 45d. 28-06-05. Red Ticked
Tabby Asian, still handsome but now in his ninth year not the sparkle of his youth, being his usual
grumpy self out of the pen, but in he is calm & composed & reverts to being a complete pussy cat
once back. He has a pleasing masculine appearance, with short wide wedge, good blunt effect to
his muzzle, good top, definite break, good chin, better teeth than I have. Ears larger medium size,
well set. His eyes are large & well shaped, good green colour. Body is still muscular & well
proportioned, good legs & paws, well balanced tail, rounded tip. Coat was close lying & impressively
sleek though it could be a little shorter. Body is till well ticked & shows well banded appearance,
denser scarab on his brow, deeper colour up his hocks. His colour is a deep rich red effect.
Condition is still superb & once he is back in his pen he is such a gentle lad, just not happy about
being out on the table.
Also Considered KEADY’S IMP GR PR MAHARANI CHOCOLATE REMIX. 27b. 19-03-11. Chocolate
Burmese, I handled this lad recently & my opinion remains unchanged, he is very handsome but his
full potential is not revealed till he comes out of the pen. He has a strong shorter wedge, with broad
muzzle, top is round & he has a well defined break, small rise on his nose which drops off a little at
its tip, chin id frim & his bite level. The ears are medium size, set well & have rounded tips. Eyes are
chartreuse tone, just need a little more rounding on the lower line for preference, quite large & he
has such a gentle expression. Body is beautifully grown & muscular, excellent weight, good legs &
paws, his tail marginally short & a little thicker at its base, rounded tip, could be a little finer. Coat
was beautifully close lying & well prepared with a sleek finish, ideally it could be a little shorter. His
chocolate colour I would prefer a little warmer & he has some contrast to his mask, ears & tail. He
was in wonderful condition & such a gentle lad.
Also Considered HYDE’S IMP GR PR KATCHYN RUPERT BEAR. 27d. 19-02-11. Red Burmese,
looking good toady & he was so relaxed. Strong masculine short blunt wedge, his top is well
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rounded I both directions, good break, tiny roll off at the tip of his nose, good chin, level bite.
Medium size ears which are set wide apart, rounded on the tips. The eyes are large & well shaped,
with a most attractive light yellow tone slightly more wicked expression than the previous exhibit.
Muscular body, broad chest, well proportioned limbs, oval paws, tail short of shoulder which I would
prefer a little longer, round on its tip. Coat looking sleeker than our last meeting & though
fractionally long it was beautifully close with an excellent satin like effect, with soft sheen. Rich
tangerine colour which is a little deeper on the extremities. Condition was superb & he was a very
composed relaxed lad.
Also Considered GLAUBITZ’S IMP GR PR LITTLEFEAT DISTANT THUNDER. 32a. 25-09-05. Red
Point Siamese, extremely long & very elegant lad. His type is excellent, well balanced even lines to
his strong wedge, excellent profile, good depth chin, some missing teeth but the gums indicate level.
His ears are larger size with wide complementary open base to harmonise with his wedge, pricks a
little on occasion, he has a very identifiable small black blood blister on the left. His eyes are a
slightly fuller shape which is not at all unattractive, lovely setting, good deep blue & a very pleasing
noble expression. Long Neckline which he uses well, impressively long well muscled body, with
proportionately long slender legs & oval paws, long balanced tail to match his body proportions.
Coat has a very good shorter length & was both close lying & Very sleek, with subtle sheen. Light
amount of tonal body shading which does not detract, very good points colour to give a good degree
of contrast. His condition & temperament both splendid, my main contender for the Reserve, close
between the two.
British Grand Champion, Male;
GR CH KELLY’S CH STEPHADRI TOP GUN. 17. 14-12-11. Cream, this lad was much better out of his
pen than originally the case. Still a mite pretty perhaps, he has well rounded head shape, full
cheeks, round brow, good chin & bite. His ears were a relatively smaller medium size, set well apart.
Eyes are large & well rounded shape, excellent orange colour. His body still some maturing to
achieve, but was nevertheless compact & has good depth, strong legs, round paws, moderately thick
medium length tail. His coat was beautifully dense & thick with a good shorter length & pleasing
degree of crispness. His colour was an impressively even if marginally darker cream, beautifully clear
of pattern & was almost sound. He was in lovely condition & his temperament was very gentle but
very frightened. A word of caution & advice, cut his talons as they were lethal & very nearly coat
him the certificate as they could do serious damage, particularly in view of his fear.
RES GR CH Not Awarded 2nd. WALSH’S CH MURU’S THE DUDE. 30s. 19-04-12. Black Silver
Spotted, I really liked this lad & he would have been the clear winner but for his bite. Very well
developed & masculine looking exhibit, his head is well rounded & well filled cheeks, brow well
rounded, broad muzzle, strong chin, bite undershot Vet confirmed. His ears are smaller medium
size, set well apart & fit well into the rounding. Eyes good larger size, round shape, excellent green
colour. Body is strong & muscular, good depth overall, well boned legs, round paws, balanced tail.
His coat was short & incredibly dense & crisp, but as a result it was somewhat glumpy on his flanks.
He was showing excellent facial markings, his spotting was showing a degree of linkage but nothing
excessive, broken spine line, excellent le barring & tail bands. Dense black pattern, silver ground
could be a little clearer, slight amount of muzzle tarnish only. Wonderful condition &
temperament, such a great pity about his bite, as I liked him very much.
British Grand Champion, Female;
GR CH KIRK & JUHASZ’S CH SENI SEVIYORUM VICTORIA. 21c. 14-04-12. Lilac Tortie, truly
beautiful exhibit & she ran my eventual Best British very close, the best lilac colour I have seen.
Apple round head shape, fully round well filled cheeks, round brow, short straight nose, good chin &
level bite. Her ears were smaller size, set well apart & with such a neat tidy appearance which fit
beautifully into her rounded head shape. Her eyes are large fully round well open shape, orange
colour, lovely expression. Gorgeous body conformation, well grown & with substance, broad chest,
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square cobby shape, wonderful bone to her strong legs, large paws, broad heavy medium length tail.
Her coat though perhaps to be super critical was a little softer than ideal, that said it was beautifully
dense. Amazing colour it was the softest pinkest lilac I think I have come across which was
interspersed with soft warm cream & the overall effect was lovely & subtle, it was also as a plus
almost sound. Her condition was superb has a little of the Tortie diva attitude but looking like this
who cars, she really was quite a lovely example & I have no doubt destined for far greater things, I
was very impressed.
Res GR CH Not Awarded. 2nd PARR’S CH PARRADAZY PURE KISMET. 40 20. 24-05-09. Lilac Tortie
Tabby Colourpointed, this girl has generally a pleasing look about her but still looking a little
adolescent considering her age, not necessarily a bad thing as we all want to look younger at some
stage. Head whilst not the development of the winner was nevertheless round with good cheeks,
rounded brow, chin good, level bite. Small, neat well placed ears, tidy appearance. Eyes well open
& round, typically Colourpointed paler blue. Body not large but generally well proportioned, with
good legs & paws, rather short thin tail with pointed which looked rather dinky & out of kilter. Her
coat was a reasonably shorter length & possessed good density but was much softer than I would
have preferred. Clear body colour of creamy light magnolia colour & contrasts well with the Tortie
Tabby tracings, showing a combination of both elements on all points, though virtually indiscernible
on her legs, quite subtle with exception of her darker tail rings. She was in excellent condition &
her temperament was quite composed,
Foreign Rex of Sphynx Grand Champion, Male;
GR CH & RES GR CH Not Awarded, 1st LINTON-SINCLAIRE’S CH GANDHI ARKINOR. 33a 15d.
22-03-12. Red Devon Rex, I did ponder the award on this lad. He has a shorter wedge shaped head,
wide well developed cheeks, his muzzle rounds gently but requires a little more depth overall,
reasonably flat forehead between his ears, with a adequate stop in profile, chin runs back, bite a
fraction scissored over. Ears were moderately large & set wide apart, though I would prefer more
flared wide base. His eyes are large but rather more full round shape than oval, rather startled
expression as a attractive green but no points for this. Not a large lad, that said he was firm & quite
well muscled, medium length, slim legs, oval paws, good tail. He was well covered & has a very good
degree of wave, gentle ripples on the legs, he has a small thinner area near the base of the tail, but
this was clean & obviously being treated, good short length & excellent soft fine texture free of
harsher guard hairs. His condition was excellent & he was such a gentle lad but for me does not
have the little extra for the higher award.
2nd BRYNES’S CH DENDAV BLACK PANTHER. 33a 15. 18-04-12. Black Devon Rex, this lad though
well muscled was not typical of his breed. His head was overall a little on the narrow side requiring
more cheek definition & these could also be higher, his muzzle rounds slightly, flat brow, shallow
break s opposed to the required stop, his chin as fair, bite level. Ears rather small & these are
carried rather high requiring much more width to their base to give the required flare. The eyes are
round as opposed to oval, green colour lack the pixie impish expression. Body was firm & has good
depth chest, slender limbs, small paws, balanced tail. Though generally well covered, his coat
required a little more evidence of wave on the sides, & he was rather sparser on the neck area,
texture I would prefer a little softer overall, it had some guard hairs present. He was a very good
natured lad & his condition was excellent.
Foreign Rex of Sphynx Grand Champion, Female;
GR CH & RES GR CH Not Awarded, 1st SHEPHERD’S CH MAGICAL TABITHA TWITCHIT. 33a 20.
21-05-09. Brown Tabby Devon Rex, this girl has lovely type & reminds one of Devon’s of old. She
has a short wide wedge with well defined cheeks, her muzzle rounds gently, flat brow between her
ears, in profile she has a perfectly adequate stop, her chin was good, unfortunately her bite was
slightly out of alignment & also undershot, a great pity. Her ears are large & wide at the base & also
amongst the best setting I’ve encountered in such a long time, good muffs at their base. Her eyes
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are a full oval with just a slight hint of slant, green colour (albeit it no points.). She has some broken
& some stubbly whiskers & eye brows. Body was frim & well proportioned, with quite slender
limbs, oval paws, balanced tail. Her coat was a little uneven, with some bare areas around her
throat & neck, small bald spot on her head, tummy needs more evidence of cover, the body has tight
waves, which I would prefer a little softer in texture, very good shorter length, short fur on her legs,
& her ail was also well covered with good waif looser waves. Her condition was excellent & her
temperament was charming.
Original Foreign Grand Premier, Male;
GR PR HUDSON’S PR KOORAHK PRAJOW. 34. 28-01-12. Korat, this la has still a degree of
maturing to achieve but he knows all the swear words. Head though I would prefer a little more
width across & between the eyes, does manage the heart shaped effect when viewed full face, flat
forehead, with gentle stop in profile, chin was firm, bite good. Moderately large ears which are
carried quite tall, sparsely furnished interiors. Beautiful luminous green eyes which are large &
dominate the head & are large & rounded. Body still to attain a little more semi-cobby appearance,
he legs are slim & proportionate with oval paws, tail slight short & tapers to a slightly pointed tip.
Single coat which is short & close lying, medium length & good density. The colour is a very, very
dark blue colour & coloured to the roots, he has still to acquire more evidence of silvery sheen to
soften the colour. He was in super condition & despite his swear words (typically Korat) he was a
very easy lad to handle.
Original Foreign Grand Premier, Female;
GR PR STARK’S GR CH & PR DUSHENKA TASHABELLA. 16a. 12-12-05. Russian Blue, beautifully
grown & mature girl. Head has a moderately short wedge from the eyes down, with excellent
prominence to her whisker pads, to create the required bluntness, in profile she shows perhaps a
little more break than the ideal angle strong chin, level bite. Excellent ears, they are large & set
beautifully tall, slight(well healed) tear on the right, sparsely furnished. Her eyes are fuller almond
shape, gentle slant, excellent green colour & with slightly one too many expression. Good neckline,
body is beautifully grown & is long & elegant, slender well proportioned limbs, oval paws, broad
base to the tapered tail of well balanced length. Her coat could ideally have a little more evidence of
doubt qualities, that said it was showing good density & was very soft, would have benefitted with a
little more undercoat perhaps but we don’t get everything. Her colour was an attractive mid blue
with translucent tips providing the silvery sheen which was very attractive. Her condition &
temperament were both excellent.
Dominant Smoke Persian Kitten;
1st & BOB. JOHNSON’S SUGARTUMP SUPREMO DISARONNO. 6b. 11-09-13. Chocolate, this
kitten has excellent bone & substance & as an example of a Chocolate Smoke Is very impressive fro
his age. Head has good breadth though the cheeks still filling, his brow has a small rise but nothing
excessive, well defined stop, with short nose, lovely size well shaped nose leather, well formed
nostrils, strong chin, the bite virtually level. His ears are small in size just to widen off a little more
to the setting tending to prick a little, well furnished interiors. The eyes are well open & excellent
size & boldness, two tone muddy effect at present. Body was firm & good substance, low on his
strong well boned legs, round paws, well balanced moderately short tail still to bush up a little more.
His coat is a good length, baby soft texture, well prepared. Body colour is paler with the silver
undercoat to fully clear to near white, typically darker on his extremities, with some wispy frill, he
has very good silver undercoat on the brow, once his contrast becomes more apparent he should
look much improved, that said it is what I would expect give his age & it is clear he is as registered,
dark chocolate eye rims, nose leather & paw pads. Wonderful condition & such a relaxed young
fellow.
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AC Siberian Adult, Female;
1st & CC POWNEY’S WITCHFYRE SILVALASKA. 82 18e. 27-05-12. Black Silver Tortie Tabby, This girl
had a very sweaty nose leather which tended to draw the eye. Head I would prefer fuller, to give the
required short broad wedge, profile has slightly domed forehead with slight concave curve at the
nasal bride, with uniform width to the nose, tiny roll off the nose tip, chin could be a little stronger,
having a slight taper, good bite. Ears medium size, rounded tips with tiny tufts, set well. Eyes have
reasonable oval shape, which are slightly oblique, green colour. Body I would prefer deeper & more
substantial, proportionate legs & paws, proportionate length well furnished tail. Her coat was
displaying typical all weather characteristics with good undercoat & springy top cat with abundant
harsher guard hairs. Ideally the grooming required a little more attention on the tummy area & a
ruff would have been beneficial. Quite a sweet nature & her condition was sound, a little borderline
award based on development.
2nd STAVELEY’S BELKATON PROTROVA. 82 43es. 11-04-13. Black Tortie Silver Shaded, This girl’s
head was too narrow & as result lacked the required lower cheek line, looking as yet very immature
so hopefully with more growth & development she may yet improve as she is still looking more
kitten than cat, requires a little more muzzle strength, her forehead could be more rounded, chin
fair, bite good. Her ears are medium size, set rather requiring more width between. She has
pleasing oval shaped, slightly oblique setting. Body as yet a little long & narrow, still to deepen &
broaden off a little more, quite slender on the legs & paws as yet, tail of balanced length & well
furnished. Her coat still to acquire more all weather qualities, needs a little more density to the
undercoat, she has some longer guard hairs creating a slightly harsher effect along her lower back
but still attain a little more springiness to it, looking a little exposed in the head as she has no ruff at
present. Her condition was excellent as demonstrated by her rather amorous intent, as a result
overtly friendly.
Considered for & Awarded BOB. SAVELEY’S CH ESAYA NICKOLAI –OFBELKATON. 82 43s. 19-08-11.
Black Silver Shaded, mature handsome body who was larger out of his pen than first appears
indicated. He has s strong masculine head with excellent wide cheeks, perhaps the cheek line could
be a little lower, broad skull, slight rounding on the brow with gentle break in profile, his chin was
firm & his bite good. Ears medium size, good interior furnishing, small tufted tips. My only criticism
regarding this lad is his small eyes which are also deep in set & lose out n expression as a result,
strong deep muscular body, deep broad chest, strong well developed flanks, possessing a good
degree of heft, strong legs, good size tufted paws, bushy tail of medium well balanced length. The
coat is a very good length it has a very good, density to the undercoat, springy all weather top coat,
with longer harsher guard hairs, good breeches but his ruff could be a little more evident. His
temperament was wonderfully composed & his condition excellent. Pity about his eyes as his does
detract somewhat form he required larger size & oval shape, that said he was by far the best adult.
AC Siberian Kitten, Male; 2 promising young lads the winner having the edge due his slightly more
substantial development.
1st & BOB. METCALFE’S ESAYA LENIN – OF – SKAUTROLL. 82 20. 02-09-13. Brown Tabby, very
well grown youngster still with his typical baby fluffier coat, His head has obviously still to broaden
more fully to achieve fullness & more development to the cheeks line, good muzzle, brow rounds
slightly he has gentle concave curve to the bridge of his nose, chin could be a little deeper, bite good,
swollen gums. Still to grow into his ears a little & setting still to widen off a little more, good interior
furnishing, he has tufts to the tips. Eyes good size, oval shape, with more rounded lower line,
oblique setting. Body is well grown & he has good substance overall, with strong legs, tufted larger
paws, tail is balanced length but still with the more typical baby furnishing. His coat despite being
very much the fluffier texture of a baby his age it was a good density, very soft as yet, with good
britches. No points just to say warm spotted pattern. Lovely condition & excellent temperament.
WOODS’S MENTOBE JULIK SCOUTING BEAR. 82 31t. 28-10-13. Brown Tabby & White, another
promising lad just losing out on development. His cheek line has still to develop the create the
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broad wedge required, good muzzle, slight rounding to the brow with slight curve at the eye line,
tiny rise on his nose, good chin teething badly with swollen gums, & double teeth. His ears are well
furnished, still a little baby large, reasonable width between for his young age. Eyes have curved
lower line to their oval shape, with slightly oblique setting. Body is proportionate to his age, at the
slightly longer stage of development, strong legs & large tufted paws, his tail was a balanced length
& has slight taper, bay sparse in its furnishings. Like the boy above has his typically softer baby coat,
with wispy edges still to acquire the longer harsher guard hairs to give the required all weather
quality of his breed but it is perfectly in keeping with his young age, fluffy breeches, well groomed.
Clean white areas, his condition & temperament both excellent. Either would have justified the
BOB.
AC Siberian Kitten, Female; Both females though attractive were smaller than I would wish as
they were rapidly approaching adulthood, even taking into account that females are smaller.
1st STAVELEY’ ESAYA REZARTA. 82 20e. 20-06-13. Brown Tortie Tabby, very pretty & very
feminine miss. Head requires a broader more substantial wedge, her cheek line could be a little
lower, which need to extend a little more, in profile she has a slight rounding on the brow with slight
concave curve in profile, chin & bite good. Ear are well placed medium size, well furnished. Lovely
eyes full oval shape in a slightly oblique setting, green colour (no relevance). Body requires a growth
spurt, a little long in relation to its width at present, I would prefer more substantial bone to her legs
& paws, excellent well furnished tail. Her coat was well prepared , good dense undercoat the longer
harsher all weather guard hairs still to become more apparent, but is still has a reasonably spring
texture to it. Her colour though having no points, was lovely & rich. Condition & temperament
excellent.
2nd POWNEY’S WITCHFYRE MOYA. 82 20. 26-06-13. Brown Tabby, extremely little to choose
between these two girls, her grooming letting her down some. Head still to acquire a little more
breadth, her cheek line does though show promise, being low, gentle rounded brow, with required
concave curve at the eye line, small rise & roll off the nose, chin requires a little more depth, bite
good. Her ears are medium size, just a tendency to prick a little high, well furnished. Her eyes are
slightly oblique & oval in shape. Like the previous girl some growing up to achieve, still to broaden &
fill out in the body, legs & paws could be more substantial, reasonably well furnished tail. Her coat
was a good length, I understand there was a minor accident on the way to show which accounted for
her coat condition & once sorted would look very much better in texture, she does have guard hairs
& it is reasonably springy on her lower back. Very sweet, her condition was sound.
AC Siberian Neuter;
Considered For & Awarded BOB. HARRIS’S GR PR MENTOBE NANOOK. 82 31t. 15-09-11. Brown
Tabby & White, handsome & relaxed lad with excellent degree of the required heft for his breed.
Head has a broad substantial wedge showing well defined cheek line extending beyond the outer
edge of the ears, broad muzzle, his brow has a slight rounding, with gentle curve to the profile, his
chin was firm & e has a level bite. The ears are placed well apart & have well furnished interiors,
slight larger than ideal, he has small tufts on their tips. His eyes are large full oval shape & set gently
oblique, gentle expression. Strong well muscled neck, broad chest, deep strong body, rectangular
shape, with lovely degree of substance, strong well boned lags & large tufted paws, broad base to
his tail which is balanced length & well furnished. His coat was a good length & possessed excellent
density with thick undercoat to create the required springiness to the texture, with longer coarser
guard hairs to the top coat, full breeches, shorter over the shoulders & I would ideally prefer a little
more frill, his white areas were clean & well prepared. The overall presentation was excellent & he
is such a good natured lad in wonderful condition.
British Fawn Adult, Female;
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CC & BOB Not Awarded. 1st WADE’S RODWAYE NUTCRACKER. 29-06-11. I Liked the type of this
girl. He head was nicely rounded, her cheeks filling well, round brow, chin was good, bite
unfortunately undershot. Ears medium size, set well. The eyes were well open & round shape,
colour unfortunately poor as at best I could make light yellow, but with a little too much evidence of
green. Body was in keeping with her age, good size, well proportioned legs & paws, good tail. Her
coat was a little soft & could be shorter, requiring a little more density. The colour was very dark for
fawn & lacked the required warm tone, it was also very unsound. Her condition was excellent & her
temperament was charming.
British Cream Adult, Male;
CC NOT Awarded 1st FISHER’S XZIBIT ELLIOTT. 21-05-12. Beautifully masculine exhibit with
impressive head strength unfortunately let down by colour. Head is broad & well rounded, with fat
cheeks, round brow, good depth chin, bite good. His ears are medium size, still to widen off a little
more fully. His eyes are a little deeper in set, which detracts a little from the rounding, excellent
bright orange colour. He has excellent square compact body shape, broad deep chest, strong well
boned legs, large paws, heavy tail. His coat was longer than ideal, good density & crispness. Sadly
his colour & pattern let him down, the colour was very hot & has as yet too much contrast to his
spotted based pattern & this was the deciding factor, one or the other I would have been prepared
to accept but the combination of pattern & colour just a little too much to overlook. He was in super
condition & was quite calm relaxed chap.
2nd HOLLIDAY’S BRONTESTAR MILKYBAR KID. 21-04-13. Very much living up to his name at the
moment, with a small kitten like head on quite a large body & as a result looks a little out of kilter.
Head has still to mature & develop more full rounded shape & fullness to the cheeks, round on his
brow, his chin requires a little more depth, bite untidy. Ears are moderately small but still to widen
off more fully, being a little high as yet. His eyes are an excellent deep bright coppery orange, good
round shape. His body is showing good growth & development, albeit it a little long & still to
broaden & deepen off more fully, well proportioned legs & paws , balanced tail. His coat was
reasonably dense but rather flat lying & to crisp up. His colour was very hot & almost bright with
very, very hot tail rings & he is still very heavily patterned as yet, reasonably sound. Condition &
temperament both excellent.
British Cream Adult, Female;
1st CC CHANCE’S CHARMODEN SIMPLYAROURA. 04-05-13. Very pretty & her colour was an
excellent shade of cream, just some growing up to achieve & her certificate was very borderline as a
result. That aside she has a lovely round face, the cheeks still filling out, round brow, chin good, bite
meets just. Lovely small ears, which were set well apart & looked so very neat. Gorgeous eyes, well
open & round, superb bright coppery orange. Body still small as yet & as stated very borderline, her
legs & paws all proportionate, balanced tail, she will hopefully continue to grow on & I appreciate
she may well struggle due to her size to get her CC’s but she was beautifully balanced nevertheless.
Her coat was reasonably dense, but could be a little crisper & shorter. Though not as sound as I
would wish it was a very even soft cream & completely devoid of patter. Her condition &
temperament were both excellent. One of those situations where it was possibly a little generous
to award but a little mean to withhold.
Also Considered for & Awarded BOB. KELLY’S CH STEPHADRI TOP GUN.
Also Considered for BOB. WADE’S CH RODWAYE JACK SPARROW. 20-07-11. This lad was also in
my Grand class & looked to be the BOB winner in the pen as he looked a little more masculine than
the eventual winner. Head appears well rounded & very broad across the cheeks, but this was a
little more due to the broad jowls as opposed to fuller cheeks, round brow, good chin & bite. The
ears are placed well apart, pleasing smaller size, & quite neat. His eyes round & well open, very
good bright orange. Body was solid & well muscled, with good proportions to his legs & paws,
excellent tail. The coat was again thick & dense, reasonable shorter length, still a little soft. Hs
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cream colour like the boy above was even & an almost identical colour & almost sound & free of
pattern. Another lad who would benefit with a dose of self confidence, excellent condition.
British Red Adult, Female;
1st CC & BOB CHANCE’S CHARMODEN SIMPLYMEEKA. 09-03-13. Gorgeous lady & my biggest time
waster of the day. Difficult to believe she was less than a month older than the cream girl. She has
such a lovely face, full round shape, well rounded filled out cheeks, good rounding to her brow line
excellent muzzle, chin & bite both good. Excellent ears, smaller size & set wide apart, looking neat
& tidy. Her eyes are again lovely being well open & round shape, gorgeous deep bright colour to
complement. Beautifully developed body impressively square for her young age, already
possessing excellent depth, her legs were impressively strong boned, large round paws, wonderful
tail which was of balanced length & I just love her party trick of laying it along her back at will. Her
coat was beautifully dense & a reasonable length & yes it has still to crisp up being soft. Stunning
intense red colour, which was coloured to the roots, yes okay she has some pattern which I would
prefer was more subtle but we have to start somewhere. Her condition was superb & she has the
most wonderful temperament, I found her delightful & confess she was my guilty pleasure on the
day, I could have spent hours playing with her & what was more it was obviously reciprocated.
British Black Silver Tabby Adult, Male;
1st CC & BOB. LUCAS’S ANTIGUASON SILVER ODYSSEUS. 01-06-12. Very handsome lad with a
good degree of masculinity. Head has quite well rounded shape, with good development to the
cheeks, round on the brow, chin & bite good. Ears are set well apart, smaller medium size. He has
large well open eyes of excellent hazel tone, with black rims. Body is well developed with good
depth overall, broad chest, sturdy legs, round paws, balanced tail of medium length. Coat was
marginally soft, it was otherwise dense, & reasonable shorter length. The pattern elements are
excellent having well defined pattern on the body, butterfly over the shoulders, lines on his lower
back, well defined oysters on the sides, smaller scrolls on the shoulders & good LMC’s on his throat,
broad leg bracelets & wide linked tail bands, well defined facial tracings, spotted whisker pads,
cheek ribbons, well defined ‘M’ to his brow, colour well up the heels. His pattern elements are a
good black & contrast well with the silver ground, spotted tummy. Wonderful condition & he was
such a gentle lad.
British Black Silver Tabby Adult, Female; Very little between.
1st WALSH’S COUNTRYSTYLE SILVER SEQUIN. 13-06-12. Rather dainty miss who was borderline
due to her smaller size. Head has pleasing round shape, with good rounded cheeks, round brow,
brad muzzle, her chin & bite both good. The ears are small & fit well into the head contours, being
set well apart. Lovely eyes, large wide open shape, good colour green. Her body though smaller
than I would prefer was a pleasing compact shape & well proportioned on the legs & paws, with
balanced tail. Her coat a good shorter length, could be a little denser ideally. Her silver ground
colour was beautifully clear & contrasted sharply against her black pattern, spotted whisker pads,
well marked cheek stripes, ‘M’ on her brow with some thumbprints on her ears, lines break over her
neck, with butterfly across her shoulders, lines along her lower back, well matched oysters, broad leg
bars & tail rings, well defined black heels, paw pads & tail tip. Gorgeous temperament & lovely
condition.
2nd DAVISON’S ANTIGUASON LADYGUINEVERE. 30-10-11. This girl looked very grumpy in her pen
but was actually a sweetheart to handle. Another with an excellent silver ground colour & who
could also be larger. Her coat was medium length & a little lacking density, being extremely soft as
oppose to the required crisper texture. Head is round, quite well rounded cheek line, with rounded
brow & well developed muzzle, her chin & bite both good. Her ears are well placed, small & looking
neat. Initially looked a little heavy on the brow which detracted from the eye shape, but once
opened up were well rounded with an excellent green colour. Very good clear pattern elements,
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with well defined facial striations, included well marked ‘M’ on her brow, with equally good body
pattern butterfly over her shoulders, with lines along her back, well marked oysters on the sides,
broad leg bars, her tail bands are brad & linked, good LMC’s on her throat, black heels. The pattern a
good solid black & the contrast to the clear silver was well defined. Condition & temperament both
excellent.
AOC Spotted Adult;
Considered for & Awarded BOB. BENSON’S IMP GR CH LIMATZ CALVIN KLEIN. 30a. 07-06-11.
Blue, ell you certainly don’t get many of these to the pound, huge masculine gentle giant of a cat, all
you could want in British stud cat. Huge masculine head shape, with wonderfully rounded full
cheeks, round brow, excellent muzzle, very strong chin, excellent level bite. His ears are wide on his
broad masculine skull, smaller medium size which do not in any way distort his head shape & look so
proportionate. His eyes are larger size, well open round shape, stunning coppery orange colour,
very striking. He has a neck like a bull it is so c=incredibly muscular & strong, body is not only huge
it is square in shape with deep broad chest & strong flanks, beautifully muscled & powerful, legs like
proverbial tree trunks, huge round paws, broad heavy tail to balance. Wonderfully thick, extremely
dense crisp coat, it broke into lines & crackled to the touch. He has very good facial markings & leg
barring, which was assisted by the warm creamy beige ground colour also evident on his chest, good
tail rings, the body spotting was present if viewed along his back but was admittedly not as distinct
as I would have wished, due to the bluer toned ground colour. He paler more definite rings beneath
his tail with more beige ground colour, also to some degree on his tummy. His condition was
absolutely wonderful & his temperament quite superb, he looked every inch (& there were a lot of
them) in his pen where he reclined very regally, I had no problems at all in making him Best British &
I understand he went runner up Overall Best In Show to my Olympian Neuter winner so no disgrace
there, he did look extremely masculine & impressive.
Bi-Coloured Adult, Male;
1st CC & BOB. GREEN’S SUNCAT’S LOVETOBURN OF KALEIDO. (imp). 31d. 12-01-11. Red, this
was another impressive masculine exhibit of some quality. Excellent development & masculine
appearance combined with such lovely composure. Strong rounded head shape, fat full cheeks,
round brow, firm chin, level bite. His ears are very well set, excellent width between, medium size.
Beautiful eyes, round & well open, good larger size, excellent deep bright orange colour. Strong
muscular neck, body well developed & beautifully grown strong deep chest, cobby shape, strong
well boned legs, large round paws, heavy medium length tail. Excellent shorter length coat, it was
beautifully dense & with a pleasing degree of crispness to it. Hs red appears to be ticked based as it
is completely even in colour, with clean inverted white on his face, chin, chest, tummy & legs with
the white extending round his neck to a full collar, there are a couple of smaller patches of red
between the collar & body on the right side. The red is quite an intense colour & was devoid of
obvious pattern & as a result clear, it was also impressively sound considering it depth of red. Most
beautifully relaxed & composed, his condition was super, much to admire.
2nd BROWNLOW’S FELINE DREAMS HARLEY. 31a. 19-04-13. After the last two exhibits this lad
looked very much the baby he was in development. Head is at present still to develop more to
catch up with the body. Very much a baby face which has still to round & fill out more fully, the
muzzle requires a little more width, round brow, chin reasonable, bite good. His ears are medium
size still to grow into a little & he is inclined to prick a little high, slightly pointed tips. Gorgeous eye
colour, the shape open & round. As sated quite a well grown lad but as yet still quite long & to fill
out more fully, a little finer on the legs than I would prefer, with smaller round paws, well
proportioned tail to balance. Good coat, being a reasonable shorter length & density marginally soft
but not excessively. He has inverted white on his mask which extends on his chin, chest, legs &
tummy, he has a blue nose leather the blue on his body is medium tone, which I would prefer a little
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sounder, but he is still very young so has time to improve on that. His condition & temperament
both excellent.
British Cream Neuter;
Considered for & Awarded BOB WADE’S PR RODWAYE IANTHE. 05-04-10. A most attractive girl if
a little darker than ideal. Lovely face, apple round shape, well developed cheeks, round brow the
chin & bite good. Smaller medium size ears, beautifully set & with a tidy appearance. Eyes are large
& well open, round shape, deep orange colour. Body was a pleasing compact shape, with well
proportioned legs & paws, balanced length tail of medium length. Her coat reasonable shorter
length, quite good density, just a little softer than I would wish. Her coat was a slightly darker cream
but very even & pattern free, could be a little sounder. Excellent condition & temperament.
British Black Silver Tabby, Neuter;
Considered for & Awarded BOB. CLAYTON’S GR PR SURREPTITIOUS KARISMA. 04-05-11.
Wonderful temperament this girl has. Her head is well rounded, with good breadth & fullness across
her cheeks, round brow, well developed muzzle, chin & bite good. The ears are smaller medium size
& are set well apart. Eyes are large, well open, excellent green colour. Compact cobby body shape,
good weight, well proportioned limbs, round paws, her tail was marginally short & could be a little
thicker. Her coat possessed good density & crispness, it was also a good shorter length. Good facial
tracings, with butterfly over her shoulders, well marked oysters on her sides. Broad leg bands, some
linked tail rings. Her pattern elements a good black, silver ground colour could be a little clearer,
black heels & paw pads. Her condition was excellent & such a very sweet gentle nature, charming
manners.
Russian Blue Adult, Female;
1st & CC STARK’S DUSHENKA KLARABELLA. 06-06-13. At literally 9 months on the day this girl was
looking no more than one would expect, but was generally an attractive young miss & was worthy of
her CC. Head has a shorter wedge, the muzzle well developed with good prominence to her whisker
pads, profile has pleasing gentle curve at the bridge of her nose to create the required angle, her
chin was good, level bite. Moderately large ears, with pointed effect to their tips, light interior
furnishings. Attractive eyes, wider almond shape & slight slant, with a good green colour, pleasing
expression. Good neckline, her body still in keeping with her age is long & lithe, long slender limbs,
small oval paws, her tail was gently tapered & balanced length. Coat again not out of keeping wither
age, required a little more undercoat but was reasonably dense taking into account her age, still a
little flatter lying than ideal, soft & fine. Her colour is already starting to show some sheen
developing on the shorter areas, the colour was otherwise a good softer blue tone. Her condition
was splendid & her temperament very sweet.
2nd PHILLIPS’S MELKELTER EVEING STARRINA. 24-07-12. This girl was looking a little rangy &
narrow & requires more substance overall. Her wedge could be shorter & her muzzle a little broader
with more prominence to her whisker pads, very slight angle to her profile, the chin & bite both
good. Carries her ears well being tall & pricked, slightly pointed effect to the ears. Her eyes are
slightly straighter in set & otherwise have a fuller almond shape, green colour, pleasing expression.
Good neckline, body is long but is at present, rather narrow & needs to fill out more, perhaps she
has recently had kittens as she was also lighter in weight than I would ideally have preferred, slender
limbs, very small oval paws, tail of good length with slightly thicker base & gentle taper. Coat not its
best, it required more density & depth to the undercoat, soft top coat which was quite fine but a
little close lying. Her colour was a mid blue, with reasonable sheen, still with quite heavy tail rings.
Her condition was sound & she has a delightful temperament.
Considered for & Awarded BOB. OAKLEY’S GR CH KREMLINKATZ KARA KARIZMA. 06-07-10. This
girl has such a typical Russian look. Excellent shorter wedge, throws her muzzle which gives her
whisker pads the required prominence, her profile has hint of curve to give very slight angle, quite a
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good chin, level bite. Beautifully set ears which have pointed effect to the tips & a good larger size.
The eyes are green & have a gentle slant to their fuller almond shape, slightly sleepy expression. Not
the largest of girls, she is quite slender & lithe with slim legs, net oval shaped paws, good length of
tail with its gentle taper. Excellent coat which is what swung the BOB, it has the required double
qualities with thicker plush undercoat & fine soft top coat. Even blue of mid tone with excellent
amount of translucent tipping to it, which gives a silver like sheen. Her temperament was wonderful
& she is very good condition.
Sadly all the boys were a little uptight & the first two in particular were very difficult & only had
very minimal handling. Also Considered for BOB PHILLIPS’S GR CH MELKELTER VALCHEKOVA. 2
4-07-12. Head is masculine & strong, generally a good wedge from the eyes down, he has quite
good prominence to his whisker pads, profile is a little too straight with no evidence of angle, chin
firm, bite good. His ears tending to swivel a little due to being somewhat uptight so difficult to fully
ascertain their actual setting, they are nevertheless a good larger size. Almond eye shape just
looking a little deeper in set, good green colour. Body was well developed, having both excellent
length & muscularity, long legs oval paws, tapered tail of good length. He has a slightly longer
length coat, showing adequate density to his undercoat, quite fine but laying a little close. Colour a
good even blue with some tipping to create sheen, condition excellent but far from happy.
Also Considered for BOB OAKLEY’S GR CH KREMLINKATZ KAZAN KHAN. 13-02-12. This lad was
extremely unhappy & it would been considerably risky to try & remove him from his pen, as a result
the brief assessment given was conducted in the pen. Head, has quite a strong head with perfectly
good shorter wedge, his whisker pads well pronounced, appears to have a reasonable angle, chin
fair, bite unchecked. His ears were a good larger size, set tall in the pen. Moody angry expression,
to the eyes, a little deeper in set, green colour. Tucked up & very tense so unable to assess his body
size, length or muscularity, likewise his tail. I was also unable to assess his coat but the actual colour
appeared good & he had a good degree of sheen present. His condition was sound but he was really
extremely volatile.
Also Considered for BOB STARK’S GR CH DUSHENKA DUKE ELLINGTON. 10-09-11. Though still a
little tense he was the best behaved of the 3 lads. Head on he as quite a short wedge, with good
whisker pads, profile has slight curve at the eye line with reasonable angle, let down a little but the
chin which requires more depth, his bite slightly scissored over. Green eyes which have a good wide
almond shape with slight slant. Good neckline, body is long & muscular, good maturity, well
proportioned limbs, oval paws, broad base to his gently tapering tail. His coat has very good double
qualities showing good density & very soft plush texture, soft texture. Mid even blue colour showing
some sheen. Not perfectly relaxed, his condition was excellent.
Also Considered for BOB PHILLIPS’S IMP GR CH MELKELTER MISSFELICITA. 17-02-10. I like this gir,
for type but she is somewhat lithe & requires a little more weight & tone. Very good wedge which
is moderately short, her muzzle is blunt & shows good prominence to the pads but with a pinch at
her, cheek line which require a little more width, slight break at the eye line, with slight curve &
good angle, chin & bite both good. Lovely ears most beautifully set, large & tall, slightly pointed tips.
Eyes look a little small & very deep set, good green colour, tiny bit straight. Rather petite & fine girl
who needs a little more body substance, slim legs, small neat paws, good length tail with slight
taper. Her coat is medium length, reasonable plushness to her undercoat, fine on the top. Good
amount of sheen to her soft blue colour. Her condition was sound & her temperament was very
sweet, but I think she requires a little more body tone.
Also Considered for BOB JOHNSON’S CH KORESHKA TASIYA KORELEVA. 28-08-12. Quite an
attractive lady who was generally well balanced look about her. Reasonably short wedge, good
muzzle, showing good puffed appearance, she has the required angle in profile, at the bridge of her
nose, chin & bite both good. Ears of larger proportions & set tall & pricked, could be a little more
pointed to the tips. Eyes wide almond shape, with gentle slant, green colour. Body was firm & has
good proportions to the limbs oval paws, broader base to her well balanced tapered tail. Her coat
was medium length & had god density, with soft plush undercoat, top coat just a little flatter lying.
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Colour is good, mid blue with a good amount translucent tipping to create a pleasing soft sheen. Her
condition & temperament both excellent.
Russian Blue Neuter, Male;
1st & PC BIRTWHISTLE’S SHOELINA PROMETHEUS. 06-02-13. Handsome young who possesses
excellent length & very elegant. His head could be a little broader & his wedge not quite as short as I
would wish, his whisker pads are prominent & create a good broad effect, his profile has a gentle
curve as the brow with good angle, the chin was strong & his bite good. Excellent ears which are
larger size, pointed effect to their tips, sparse interior furnishings. Very good green to his eyes
colour, which are a pleasing fuller almond shape with slight slant & very good expression. Good
length neck, long well toned body which possessed excellent degree of elegance, standing on his
long legs with small oval paws, broader base to the gently tapering tail which was quite well
balanced with his body length. He has still to acquire more obvious double coat qualities being as
yet a little flatter lying, requiring a little more density to the undercoat, fine top coat. Colour was an
even soft blue with a good amount of sheen created by the translucent tips particularly evident of
shorter areas. His condition was excellent & he was wonderfully composed.
Russian Blue Neuter Female;
1st & PC HALL’S MELKELTER KALILAH MIST. 26-05-13. At just over 9 months, this girl still looks very
immature as on would expect but is perfectly in keeping with her young age, still a little a fine but
time on her side. Head shows a pleasing shorter wedge form the eyes down, her profile shows slight
break which gives a reasonable angle in profile, chin I would prefer a little stronger, very slightly
scissored over bite. Excellent ear set ricked tall with well pointed effect to the tips, light interior
furnishings. Her eyes are marginally deeper set, gentle slant, almond shape, quite a good green.
Body is still quite lean & has to fill out a little but she is still very young so time on her side, the
length is good, stands on long slender limbs, small neat paws, her tail fine could be a little heavier at
its base. I would like her coat to have more obvious double texture, as it is still laying a little close,
requiring a little more density & plushness to the undercoat. Her silvery sheen is in the process of
starting to develop. Her condition & temperament both excellent.
Considered for & Awarded. STARK’S GR CH & PR DUSHENKA TASHABELLA.
AC Oriental Shaded Neuter;
PC & BOB Not Awarded. 1st HYDE’S AVALON TALIESIN. 43cs. 06-05-13. Lilac Silver, this lad
though quite stylish was more of a handful than is acceptable for a youngster his age & was intent
on putting his head down to bite which is worrying, reaction out of fear is one thing with intent is
quite another. He has longer even lines to his wedge, which is a little narrow for balance, profile
very good, firm chin, bite unchecked for reasons of safety. His ears are large, ideally require a little
more width between to widen the set, wide base, though he does bring these down & the setting is
much improved. Oriental shaped eyes, marginally full, with pleasing slant, slightly duller green tone.
He has an excellent neckline long frim well muscled body, showing excellent development for his 10
months of age, long slender limbs oval paws, well balance tail which was long & fine. Coat short &
very close lying, well prepared, very good texture. As yet he is more Ticked than shaded which was
showing four bands, slightly deeper facial markings & he has quite definite tail rings. His colour is
interesting in that though he is clearly silver he has much more brownish tinges to the base of his
ears, hocks & tail rings, with a more Carmel colour than lilac, but given his young age & the
development of a Shaded pattern, both these elements I am happy to leave as conjecture at this
stage. He was in lovely condition, sadly his temperament lets him down.
AC Oriental Classic or Mackerel Tabby Adult;
Marked as Wrong Pattern & Wrong Colour BROWN’S BRIDESHEAD DYLAN. 44k. 07-03-13. Sorry
but in my opinion neither 44 Mackerel nor k for Cinnamon, though he is undoubtedly a very
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handsome & mature looking lad with absolutely superb body & coat qualities. He was initially a
little shy & does not sell himself. Strong masculine head, with almost equilateral lines to his wedge
bar the slight pinch when he throws his muzzle, very good profile, his chin & bite both good. His ears
are large & have wide base, which complements his wedge, well set when he relaxes. His eyes are
initially a little full but again as he relaxes the shape assumes a more typical oriental shape & slant,
goof green colour. His body is superb, strong, long & so beautifully well muscled, long legs, oval
paws, good length tine tail. His coat was again absolutely wonderful, short, sleek, & so beautifully
close lying & was most beautifully prepared. Unfortunately his pattern was not Mackerel, the body
pattern showing broken spine, with linked bars & spots, which were agouti invaded & could be
denser as a result, he has some interesting circular patterns just over his shoulders with smaller
trout spots just below, excellent leg barring & tail rings. His facial tracings were well defined,
spotted whisker pads, good cheek ribbons, ‘M’ on the brow. His colour was rich & has pleasing
warmth but was not the spicy tone for cinnamon, showing darker chocolate on the heels & tail tip, I
can understand why he might have been considered Cinnamon as his paw pads where a much more
pinky biscuit tone as opposed to the normal chocolate. Sadly he just does not conform. He was in
immaculate condition & though a very shy lad requiring a dose of self confidence, he was so very
gentle.
AC Original Foreign Adult Part a;
1st LINCOLN’S GLENDAVAN CARAMELLO KOALA. 23b. 10-05-13. Chocolate Abyssinian, a very
correct young miss of excellent type. Moderate medium wedge, her head has gentle rounding to
her contours, with gentle curve to the cheeks, with slight indent to the muzzle line, her brow rounds
gently with slight break in profile, chin & bite good. Her ears are moderately large, well cupped base
& pricked alert appearance. The eyes are a pleasing wide almond shape with slight slant to their
setting, most attractive amber tone to their colour. Her body was firm & well toned, medium
proportions, slender limbs, small neat paws, tail of medium length with broader base & gentle taper.
Her coat was shorter medium length, with a good degree of density & slight degree of resilience.
Darker chocolate markings, including her ticking, well coloured heels, solid tail tip, good facial
markings. The colour was a deep bright apricot to the undercoat, chest, inside legs & tummy. Deep
chocolate eye rims, chocolate paw pads. Her condition was splendid & her temperament was
excellent. Lovely young miss of promise.
2nd SHEPHERD’S CH MAGICAL TABITHA TWITCHIT.
3rd CURRANT’S CURLYTOTS LOVEALOT. 33a 36h.
AC Original Foreign Adult Part b;
1st LINTON-SINCLAIRE’S GR CH TINA ANTARIYS (imp). 33a 31ets. 01-06-12. Black Tortie Silver
Tabby & White Devon Rex, this girl’s colour & pattern though carrying no weigh in relation to the
SOP’s are both very complementary. Her head is perhaps a little more rounded now as she has
matured more fully, she has retained good cheeks definition, well developed muzzle, flat on the
brow between the ears, I would ideally prefer the stop a touch deeper, her chin & bite both good.
Her ears by no means small could perhaps be a little larger & a fraction lower as she was prickling
them a little today. Large expressive oval shaped eyes, hint of slant, paler shade of green, but not
really relevant. Body was beautifully firm, broad chest, well proportioned limbs. Her tail was of
balanced medium length & relatively fine. Coat was short & very dense & also very well covered
with no bare areas, covered tummy, it was well rippled throughout, free of guard hairs & was as a
result soft & fine. Her colour combination does enhance her good looks, lovely clean white areas.
Her condition & temperament were both excellent & she has a charming personality.
2nd LINCOLN’S CH LINCZOLO CATS PYJAMAS. 23. 28-09-12. Usual Abyssinian, most attractive lady
who was most unfortunate to come up against the winner, as again I liked her very much. Very good
moderate wedge, with all the required gentle contours. Gentle curve to the muzzle where it flows
into the cheeks with slight indent, brow rounds gently, chin firm, bite good. Moderately large ears,
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which she pricks well, cupped at the base. Her eyes are wide almond shape, with gentle slant, green
colour. She is not a large girl but frim & well proportioned, slender limbs, oval paws, broader base to
her gently tapering tail. Her coat is a medium length & was not unduly soft having a slight degree of
resilience. Good facial markings, with paler spectacle area beneath the eyes, coat was beautifully
ticked & banded, bar free, well coloured heels. Rich ruddy orange/apricot tones, with bright clear
orange chest, inside legs & tummy. Her condition was super & her temperament was charming.
3rd OAKLEY’S GR CH KREMLINKATZ KARA KARIZMA.
AC Oriental Self Adult;
1st LLYOD’S SEIDO SKYFALL. 37. 27-02-13. Black, a most attractive & very balanced even girl with
a much to recommend. Though quite dainty & fine boned she was firm & well balanced & was nicely
proportioned overall. Head has medium length wedge her wedge is even, very good profile, good
chin & bite. Ears set well, with wide complementary base, very good larger size. Eyes of good shape
& slant, green colour. Though she is quite dainty neat, she was beautifully firm & given her age has
time to mature further which I am sure she will, beautifully proportioned limbs, small oval paws,
fine tail. Gorgeous coat, it was beautifully close & tight fitting also a pleasing shorter length.
Intense deep black & impressively sound, with stunning glossy effect almost a mirror finish. Her
condition was excellent, just a to attain a little more confidence.
AC Oriental Non-Self;
1st BROWNRIGG’S IDEAL CAT ZEBRA. 48. 17-07-12. Black Oriental Bi-Colour, beautiful at for type,
if she were a self she would look absolutely stunning. Beautifully balanced strong lines to her
wedge, excellent profile, chin & bite both good. The ears are large, wide flared base which
complement her wedge, lovely wide set & excellent top line. Lovely colour of bright green slightly
wide shape but still oriental in both shape & slant. Elegant neckline, long lithe body, which was
beautifully toned, slender on her limbs, oval paws, excellent fine whip like tail. Her coat though a
little long was extremely close lying & incredibly sleek. Her white was clean & bright & conformed in
its ratios, but it was unfortunately liberally sprinkled into the black edges, where it was feathered,
with an area on her centre back which was also showing the infiltration & would in fairness be
extremely difficult to tidy effectively, the black itself was dense & beautifully glossy. She was in
super condition & her temperament quite gentle though shy, very stylish girl.
AC Oriental Kitten Not bred by Exhibitor;
1st MORTON’S ALDERSTAR MISCHIEF MANAGED. 29. 07-07-13. Havana, what a beautifully grown
& mature looking kitten with a great deal of potential, just a couple of smaller hopefully transitional
issues to sort. He has a very good length wedge, well balanced & virtually even, very good profile,
good depth chin, bite level. His ears are large, beautifully set, wide base & set well apart. He has
pleasing oriental shape to his eyes, with an acceptable green colour & good expression. He has a
long elegant neckline, beautiful long taut body, slim legs, small oval paws, good length fine tail. His
coat was a little long, close lying good texture. The colour darker than ideal requiring more evidence
of warm chestnut tone, it could also be sounder & has still to attain a deeper glossier sheen. His
condition & temperament both excellent, I like this lad & will watch his progress.
End of Report.
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